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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric E nglish 
Symbol 
U nit Abbrevia- U nit Abbrev ia-t ion tion 
Length ___ ___ I m eter __________________ m foot (or mile) _________ f t. (or mi .) Time __ __ ____ t second _________________ s second (or hour) ______ _ sec. (or hr .) Force _____ ___ F weight of 1 k ilogram ___ __ kg weight of 1 p ound _____ lb. 
Power ___ ____ P horsepower (metric) ____ _ 
----------
horsepower ____ __ _____ h p. 
Speed _______ V {kilometers per hOUL _____ k.p. h. miles per hOllr __ ______ m .p .h. m eters per second _______ m .p .s. fee t per second ______ __ Lp.s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight= mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 
m/s2 or 32.1740 ft. /sec.2 
1'V Mass = -g 
Moment of inertia=mk2• (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Ooefficient of viscosity 
P, Kinematic viscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m-{-s2 at 
15° C. and 760 mm; or 0.002378 lh.-ft.-4 scc.2 
SpecIDc weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb ./cu. ft. 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Ohord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure=~p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient OL=:S 
Drag, absolute coefficient OD= ~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient ODj=~S 
P arasite drag, absolute coefficient ODP=~S 
Oross-wind force, absolute coefficient Oc= 'J.~ 
ito) 
Q, 
n, 
Vl 
p-' 
J1. 
'Y, 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal pressure at 15° C., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for i), model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m .p.s., the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 
Oenter-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of C.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of a t tack, a.bsolute (measured from zero-· 
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
R, R esultant force 
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By G. B. CHUBAUER 
SUMMARY 
The boundary layer oj an elliptic cylinder- oj major- and 
minor axe 11.7 and 3.98 inches, respectively, was inves-
tigated in an ail' stream in which the turbulence could be 
varied. Conditions wer arranged so that the flow was 
two-dimen ional with the major axis oj the ellipse parallel 
to the undi turbed stream. peed distributions across the 
boundary layer were determined with a hot-wire anemom-
et r at a number- oj positions about the sur-jacejor the lowest 
and highest intensitie oj tUl'bulence, with the ail' speed in 
both cases sufficiently high to produce a turbulent boundary 
layer over- the downstream part oj the surjace. The magni-
tude and the frequency oj the peed fluctuations in the bound-
ary layer' wel'e also measured by the u e oj the conventional 
type oj hot-wire turbulence apparatus. Stream turbulence 
was jound to affect both the natU?'e oj transition jrom lam-
inar- to tUTbulent flow in the layer' and the position on the 
sU1face at which transition occurred. 
Transition was then investigated in detai l with stTeam 
tu?'bulence oj several d~t!el'ent cale and intensities. It 
was jound that the position oj transition could be expressed 
as a junction ·oj the intensity dit'ided by the fijth Toot oj the 
scale. 
I TRODUCTION 
The pre ent boundary-layer investigation was con-
ducted on an elliptic cylinder of major and minor axe 
11.7 and 3.9 inche, re'Specti ely, placed in the 4}f-foo t 
wind tunnel of the ational Bureau of tandards with 
the major axis of the ellip e parallel to the wind. This 
same cylinder, similarly placed in the same tunnel, wa 
u ed in earlier work (refer nce 1), in which the laminar 
boundary lay,er and the laminar eparation were investi-
gated at a low air speed. The present investigation 
wa carried out for the purpose of supplementing the 
earlier work with information on the b9undary layer 
under such conditions of ail: peed and turbulence that 
transition occurs and the layer is partly laminar and 
partly turbulent. The investigation compri ed the 
mea urement of mean speed and peed fluctuations 
in variou ections of the boundary layer and the loca-
tion of the transition and the separation points. pecial 
attention was given to the nature and the position of 
the transition and the manner in which they are af-
fected by stream turbulence and R eynolds Number. 
In the work reported in reference 1, the air speed was 
about 12 feet per second, and it was a sumed that the 
--~ -~----
boundary layer remaine 1 in the laminar condition until 
after separation because the separation point remained 
£L\':ed and the pres me di tribution about the cylinder 
was unaffected until an air peed of about 15 feet per 
econd was reached. Above 15 feet per second the 
eparation poin t began to shift toward the trailing edge 
and the pre sure distribution began to change, indi-
cating that transi tion was beginning either in the at-
tache 1 part of the layer or in the eparated layer near 
enough to the cylinder to affect the flow. It was there-
fore a sumed that a turbulent layer could be obtained 
over the rear part of the cylinder imply by increa ing 
the speed. Accordingly, at the out et of the pre ent 
work, the pres ure distribution was determined at suc-
ces ively increa ing speeds until a critical peed region, 
similar to that found with spheres, had been passed 
and the pre sure distribution again attained a stationary 
value. The critical region ended in the neighborhood 
of 55 feet per second. ince the JOvVllstream part of 
the boundary layer \Va a umed to be turbulent above 
the critical region, aped of 70 feet per second wa 
cho en a a suitable working speed for the boundary-
Jayer inve tigation. 
ot until the speed profiles in the boundary layer had 
been determined at numerous points about the surface 
and tudies of separation had been made, was it dis-
covered that the actual flow conditions were more com-
plicated than those originally as umed. There fITst 
occurred the separation of a layer having the general 
characteri tic of a laminar layer; this separation \Va 
followed by a reattachment of the layer to the surface 
as a turbulent layer; and finally the separa tion of the 
turbulent layer OCCUlTed. In this part of the work, the 
stream turbulence wa as low as could be attained in 
the tunnel. 
Under such conditions the turbulent layer was too 
limited in extent for the type of investigation originally 
planned, and an effort wa made to obtain a greater 
length of turbulent layer by increa ing the turbulence 
of the air stream with a I-inch quare mesh screen 
placed 1 inches upstream from the leading edge of the 
cylinder. This increa ed turbulence was found to have 
a marked effect on the layer, in that a turbulent la e1' 
developed without the intervening separation. Since 
the layer was now more lilce that originally sought, the 
measurements were repeated . 
1 
.... 
, 
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When it wa.s found from the measurement that the 
amount of tream turbulence had an important effect on 
tran ition from laminar to turbulent flow in the layer, 
the investigation was extended to include a detailed 
study of transition as a function of both the cale and 
the intensity of the turbulence. 
The present inve tigation therefore covers: 
1. Boundary-layer phenomena at low stream turbu-
lence. 
2. Boundary-layer phenomena at high tream turbu-
lence. 
a smooth surface obtained by alternate varnishing and 
sandpapering and finally polishing with crocu paper. 
Twenty-one pres ure orifices were inserted in the cylin-
der 2X inche below the center for obtaining the pres-
sure distribution over the urface. Eighteen of the 
orifices were distributed around the ide on which 
boundary-layer measurement were to be made, one 
was at the leading edge and two were placed on the 
oppo ite ide near the leading edge to aid in a.lining the 
cylinder with its major axis parall el to the wind direc-
tion. Only this position wa u ed in the investigation. 
FIGURE I.-Photograph showing details of hot-wire anemometer and traversing equipmet. 
AI microme.ter carriage; B, fixed way; C, micrometer screw, D, housing; E, tubular member. 
3_ The effect of intensity and scale of stream turbu-
lence on transition at a fixed R eynolds Number. 
The work was conducted at the ational Bureau of 
tandards with the cooperation and fmancial assistance 
of the National Advisory Oommittee for Aeronautics. 
The author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness 
to Dr. Hugh L. Dryden for many valuable suggestions, 
to W. H. Boyd for the design and con truction of trav-
ersing equipment, and to W. O. Mock, Jr., for his 
assi tance with the experimental program. 
DESCRIPTION OF ELLIPTIC CYLINDER, H OT. WIRE 
ANEMOMETER, AND TRAVERSI NG EQUIP MENT 
THE ELLIPTIC CYLINDER 
As stated in the introduction, the elliptic cylinder 
had major and minor axes of 11.78 and 3.98 inches, 
re pectively, and was 4% feet long. When mounted 
vertically in the wind tunnel, it extended completely 
from the upper to the lower face of the octagonal work-
ing section. The cylinder was made of wood, and had 
'-
~ 
FIGURE 2.-l'hotograph showing over-all view of elliptic cylinder 
and traversing equipment. 
HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETER AND TRAVERS1NG EQUIPMENT 
Speed meaSUTements in the boundary layer were made 
with a ho t-wire anemometer consisting of a fine platinum 
wire mounted on the end of a pair of prongs through 
which an electric current could be pas ed to heat the 
wire. The particular arrangement of the anemometer 
used for the measurement of mean speed i shown with 
the traversing mechanism in figure 1. The require-
ment that the prongs and the mounting be rigid enough 
to withstand deflection in the wind and still cause no 
measurable interference led to the arrangement hown, 
in which the traver ing a sembly wa placed down-
stream from the cylinder. The distance from the 
trailing edge of the cylinder to the nearest point of the 
micrometer carriage A was 14 inches. In order to 
--------~~---- - - - - - -
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prevent accid ntal movement between the cylinder and 
the wire, the cylinder and the traver ing equipment 
were rigidly attached to two end board, the entire 
as embly forming the unit hown in figure 2. When 
the unit was placed in the tunnel, the end board were 
fitted into two rectangular openings in the tunnel wall . 
Interference from the prong them elve was made 
negligibly small by tap ring and by using fine steel 
needles about 1 inch long to form the ends. There 
still remained a trouble ome flow disturbance cau ed by 
the wir it elf, when an attempt wa made to use the 
customary O.002-inch-diameter wir. It turned out to 
be nece sary to use a wire 0.00063 inch in diameter and 
to linut it length as much as po sible. Even with the 
smaller ize of wire ome interference persisted, as 
evidenced by a slight shift in the po ition of eparation 
back of the wire when the wire was in some upstream 
part of tho boundary 1l1yer. 
Traver ing of the wire through tho boundary layer was 
accompli hed by movement of carriage A with respect 
to the fixed way B hown in figure 1. In this arrange-
ment the micrometer crew C wa fixed to the carriage 
and the two were prop ned together by a nut in ide 
housing D. The nut wa rotated by bevel gears from 
which a haft extended to the outside of the tunnel 
through the tubular member E. Oarriage A co uld be 
rotated about E as an ari to permit traversing aloDO' 
any normal to the surface of the cylinder. 
DETERMI ATlON OF MEA SPEED 
In the mea urement of mean peed with the hot-wire 
anemometer, the method known a the "constant tem-
perature method" wa used; that is, the current through 
the wire wa varied with the peed so as to maintain the 
wire at some fixed temperature above that of the sur-
rounding air. The electric circuit wa arranged 0 that 
the wire formed one arm of a Wheatstone bridge. With 
a very small bridge curren t, the cold re istance of the 
wire wa mea ured. Then the re istance of the oppo-
site arm of the bridge was increased by a definite amount 
and a balance of the bridge was again obtained by in-
crea ing the bridge current until the wire re istance 
increased through heating by the amount of the added 
re istance. In till way a definite temperature rise 
wa maintaine 1 by the brido-e. If E is the voltage drop 
across the wire and R i its resi tance, then by the we11-
known hot-wire equation due to King (reference 2), the 
heat 10 E 2jR may be expres ed as a function of the air 
speed, the dimen ion of the wire, the temperature ri e, 
and the properties of the air. King ' equation i useful 
to how the quantitie upon which the heat loss depends 
but cannot be relied upon to determine the ab olute 
value of the speed. Hence calibration of the instru-
ment at known speed is necessary. ing the present 
procedure, readings of E on a potentiometer and of R 
on the Wheatstone bridge served, with a calibration 
curve, to detern'line the peed. 
Frequent calibration were made nece ary by a 
tea 1y change with use in the cooling properties of the 
wire. The cau e of this change was fOlmd to be the 
gradual accumulation of very fine dust from the air on 
the upstream ide of the wire. When the cau e wa 
di covered, precautions were taken to suppress dust as 
much a po sible. Till precaution improved th con-
dition ome"l",hat bu t frequ ent calibration was con-
tinued. Ohanges in the density and the thermal con-
ductivity of the air, upon which the heat 10 also 
depend , were never large enough to cau e any detect-
able change from one calibration to another. 
H EAT LOSS TO T H E SURFACE 
A disad van tage of the hot-wire anemometer, when ap-
plied to the measuremen t of speed very near to a sur-
face, i the error caused by heat loss from the wire to 
the urface. The error , cau ing the peed to appear 
too high, becomes greater the nearer the urface the 
mea ur'ement i made. everal inve tigator have en -
deavored to determine the heat los to the surface by 
cond II ting an experimen t in tiU air a t several wire 
temperature to find the differenc between the rate of 
heat loss near the urIace aDd that far from the surface. 
In thi manner the heat los i found a a function of the 
wire temperatur and the di tance from the urface. 
Dryden (reference 3) found the heat los to an alumi-
num plate to be given empirically by 
Hv= 1.27 X 10- 8 .J. ()2 (1) 
Y 
where IIp , i the heat loss to the plate, watt 
l, the length of the wire, inches. 
y, the di tance from the plate, inches. 
8, the temperature diff rence between the 
wire and the plate, degre s O. 
A irnilar relation with the con tant roughly 1.0 X lO- 8 
was found for a varni hed wooden surface in the earlier 
work on the elliptic cylulder. 
From the obvious enol' often introduced by applying 
the COlT ction, corrections based on uch determination 
made in till air are known to be mueh too large for mov-
ing air. reedles to ay, it would be very difficult to 
determine a heat-los correction for moving air that 
would apply under all ondition. 
In view of these difficulties, a procedure that obviated 
the need for heat-loss corrections wa adopted in the 
present work. By equation (1), the heat 10 s to the ur-
face i proportional to 82 and, by King's hot-wire equa -
tion, the heat los to the air i proportional to 8. Ob-
viou ly, the smaller 8 i made, the Ie i the amount 
of the heat lost to the urface relative to that lost to the 
air. The procedure adopted wa to make 8 small 
enough 0 that the heat 10 t to the surface wa in ignifi-
cant compared with that lost to the air. U ing everal 
values of 8, measurements of the peed were made in 
that part of the boundary layer where the peed near 
the surface was low, and it wa found that values of 8 
j 
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as high a 150 0 C : caused no measurable error . How 
much higher the allowable value of 8 might have been 
was not determined, ince 150 0 C. was ufficient to give 
the de ired sensitivity at the highe t peed. 
DETERMINATION OF SPEED FLUCTUATJO S 
The measurement of speed fluctuations with the hot-
wire anemometer required a technique considerably 
different from that described. The problem here i 
one of mea ming variations in speed from the mean, 
when such variations occur with frequencies ranging 
from a few cycles per econd to over 1,000. Only 
variations in magnitude of the velocity are considered 
here becau e the cooling of a simple hot wire does not 
respond to changes in direction. H ence the term 
"fluctuation" refers to an increase or a decrease in the 
instantaneous speed only . The fluctuations vary the 
wire temperature and hence the voltage drop acros 
the wire; and, when the relation between speed change 
an 1 voltage change i known, the voltage fluctuations 
serve as a measure of the speed fluctuations. The im-
portant feature oJ the wire are finenes , to reduce lag 
ari ing from thermal capacity, and hortness, to reduce 
the error caused by variations in the instantaneolls 
value of the fluctuations from point to point. The 
hortnes requirement linlits the magnitude of the 
Ellipti c cylinder 
Platinum 
wire '--"---L- e-ad 
Leads 
'Sleel band 
FIGURE 3.- Diagram of slid in g band ca rrying hot wire. 
voltage fluctuations and make it necessary to amplify 
the voltage before they can be m asured. 
The amplifier u ed was the one described in reference 
4. A compen ating circuit is incorporated in the 
amplifier by which it i po sible to compensate for the 
lag of the hot wire, if the diameter of the wire is not 
too large. The range of compensation was uch that 
a wire 0.00063 inch in diameter could be used and the 
over-all gain of the amplifier wa sufficient to allow 
the length of the wire to be reduced to about 0.15 inch. 
The wire was then of the same diameter a that used for 
mea uring mean speeds but was only about one-seventh 
as long. 
In this case, the mean value of the heating current 
rather than the mean temperature, was kept con tant 
at all speeds and the voltage fluctuations were read on 
a thermal-type milliammeter connected to the ou tpu t, 
of the amplifier. The calibration con isted in measuring 
the mean voltage at different speed with the ame 
con tant value of the curren t. The method of u ino-
the calibration to calculate the l'oot-mean- quare of 
the speed fluctuations is described in reference 5. The 
lag characteristics of the wire and the adj ustment of 
the compensation were calculated by the method de-
cribed in reference 6. 'iiVith the correct compensation, 
the over-all response of wire and amplifier wa uniform 
from 3 to 1,000 cycles per second. Most of the 
fluctuations fall within this range. 
When detail of the fluctuations such as wave form 
and frequency were to be studied, a cathode-ray 
oscillograph was connected to the output of the am-
plifier and the screen photographed with a moving-film 
camera. 
HOT WlRE MOUNTED 0 SLI D1NG BAND 
In the course of the experim nt the advantage o( 
being able to move the hot wire around the contour of 
the ellipse at a small fixed di tance from the surface be-
came apparent. The need for doing 0 first arose when 
it became necessary to follow the changes in mean speed 
from point to point abou t the urface in order to detect 
transition. After several attempts to use a modifica-
tion of the traver ing equipment and the hot-wire ane-
mometer shown in figure 1 had prove 1 un ucce ful 
owing to the difficulty of keeping the distance b tween 
the wire and the urface con tant, the cheme of plac-
ing a hot wir on a liding band attached to the cylinuer 
was tried. A strip of heet teel 0.002 inch thick and 6 
inches wide was fitted about the elliptic cylinder in 
such manner as to malce a snugly fitting band capable 
of being slipped around the cylind er and remaining in 
any desired position. The arrangement is shown in 
figure 3. At the center of the band a short length 
of platinum wire of the usual 0.00063-inch diameter 
was mOlmted parallel to the surface and normal to the 
direction of flow. One end of the wire was oldered to 
a fine copper leu,d cemented to the surface and suit-
ably insulated and the other was oldered to a short 
lead of the sam diameter grounded to the bancl. The 
spacing between the platinum wire and the surface 
was usually 0.008 inch. In order to slip the band about 
the surface from the outside of the tunnel , two teel 
wires were a ttached to the band on the side oppo ite 
the platinum wire and were run to pulleys and shaft, 
a shown in figure 3. 
The disturbance caused by the band wa investigated 
by coating the urface with a mi.,ture of kerosene and 
lampblack and noting the pattern produced in a wind 
of abou t 60 feet per second. While using the kero ene-
and lampblack-method to inve tigate separation, it wa 
found that the lampblack no only showed the po ition 
of separation btl t also afforded a very sen itive indica-
tion of the pI' sence of small particles' of dirt on the 
~ ----- ---~~--
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urface by the di tortion produced in the line of accu-
mulated lampblack at eparation. With the band in 
pIa e, the line howed small kink at the edge of the 
band and a third kink at the center cau ed by the wire. 
ince the general course of the line was the same a for 
the bare cyJind er, it was concluded that the disturbance 
wa of no con eq uence. 
The pre en t arrangement turned ou t to be useful in 
the tudy of peed fluctua tion as well as of mean 
speed . Th e only modification required in the general 
sch me wa the replacement of the grounded lead with 
an in ulated lead to avoid troubles from a double 
ground. 
METHOD OF PRESE TING OBSERVATION 
Before the elliptic cylinder wa installed in tbe tun-
nel , a tandard pitot-static tube wa placed at the posi-
tion to be occupied by the leading edge of the cylind er 
and the speed wa determined for tIllS position in terms 
of the pres ure at a tunnel-wall Ol'i fice about 8 feet up-
tream. The pre ure at this orifice wa th en used to 
calculate the peed when the cylinder wa in the tun-
nel. This speed, denoted by Vo, is therefore the peed 
which would prevail in the tunnel with the cylind er 
absent and, consequently, may be regard('d as the 
peed of the undi turbed tream. 
The actual peed near the cylin IeI' (in the potential 
region just out ide the boundary layer) may be com-
puted from the pre sure di tribution over the cylinder 
as follows: 
The dynamic pre sure q for the undisturbed stream 
i defined by Q=~ P U02 , where p is the air len ity. If 
Ps i th tatic pressure of the undi turbed tream and 
p: i the total pre sure (3. con tant everywhere in the 
potential region), q may be expres ed also a q= p, - ps. 
The pre sure on the lll'face, which was determined by 
pre ure orifices in the ylincler, i denoted by p. ince 
the pre ure i as umed to remain constant aero s the 
boundary layer, p may be regarded a the tatic pre -
ure in the pot.ential region just out ide the boundary 
layer and is t herefore related to U, the peed ju t out-
side the boundary layer by 
The pressure distribution about the cylin leI' is gi en 
in term of p - ps and i expre sed nondimen ior.ally by 
(p-Ps)/q. Likewise the speed at the out iele of the 
boundary layer is expre sed nondimensionally by V /Ve 
and i obtained from tbe pre sure distribution by 
1_ 1)-Ps 
q 
Leno-tb I specifying po ition on the urfaee or in the 
boundary layer, will generally be xpressed nondimen-
ion ally in term of D, the minor axi of the ellipse. 
The R ynolcls umber of the cylinder is defuled by 
R = oD 
v 
where v i the kinematic vi co ity. 
The speed fluctuations both in the bowldary layer and 
in the free stream will be termed "u-f1uctuation " in 
order to denote the component of the fluctuation in the 
direction of mean flow. The root-mean- quare value 
of u-fluctuation will be denoted b u' and will always 
be expressed nondimensionally a u' / Uo. In the free 
tream and in the turbulent part of the boundary layer, 
u' / Uo will be termed the "intensity" of the turbulencl:'. 
The term "percentage turbulence," to expre 100 u' j[ 0, 
is in common u age in the literature and will be used in 
the arne sen e her-e. 
The scale of the turbulence will be denoted by Land 
is defined by 
L = lR(z) dz 
where R (z) is the coefficient of correlation between in-
tantaneous values of two u-£lnctuation separated by 
the ero -stream distance z. For a more complete dis-
cus ion of L and of the reJation between R(z) and z 
the reader i referred to reference 7. 
SY 1BOLS 
D, . . of ellipse (3. 9 inch ) ) used as the mmor aXIS 
reference 1eno-th. 
Vo, speed of the undisturbed tream, feet per econel . 
R, Reynold umber VoD/v. 
q, dynamic pre sure of the undisturbed streo,m 
p/'l , dimen iorue s pressure on urface of cylinder. 
P./q, climen ionles tatic pres ure in undisturbed 
tream. 
x/D, elimensionle eli tance from the 1 ading edge to 
any point on the urface. 
y/D, elimen ionIc distance from the urface measured 
along the normal. 
0, boundary-layer thicknes . 
o/D, dimensionle s boundary-lay r thickn s . 
V /Vo, dimen ionles speed in the potential region just 
out ide the bOlmdary layer. 
u/Vo, dimen ionle peed in the boundary layer. 
u', 1'0 t-m ean- quare value of the u-ftuctuations. 
u' / Vo,ftuctuation intensity or inten ity of turbulence. 
L, cale of turbulence. 
t, turbulent boundary byer. 
S, I, separation points. 
T, shearing stre s. 
l/ mixing length. 
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BO NDARY-LAYER PRE OME A AT LOW TREAM 
TURBULENCE 
PRES URE DTSTRlBUTIO S 
As pointed out in the introduction, pressure distri-
butions were determined about the ellip tic cylinder in 
order to find an air peed for which the boundary layer 
over the rear part of the cylinder would be turbulent. 
ince the turbulence normally prevailing in the wind-
tunnel stream was O. 5 percent and the critical Rey-
nold Number of a 5-inch sphere was 26 ,000, it eemed 
that uch a condition would be {olmd well below the 
maximum speed attainable in the tunnel. By a deter-
mination of the pres ure di tribution at different speeds, 
a critical region lik that of spheres wa found for the 
elliptic cylinder extending from about 15 to 55 feet per 
econd. The cbange in the pre ure di tribu tion occur-
ring through tIllS region i sbown by the several curves 
of figure 4. Th curve for 1l.2 and 70.0 feet per 
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FIG RE 4.- Pressure distribution around one side of elliptic cylinder. tream 
turbu lence, 0.85 percent. 
econd repre ent the two invariable forms occurring 
below and above the critical region. The term "invar-
iable" i used here in a re tricted sen e to mean fixed or 
howing very little change over a certain speed interval. 
The lower-speed type would certainly cbange for ex-
tremely low speed and tl)e same is true of tbe higber-
speed type, if the peed were made sufficiently high . 
The peed was not carried hiah enough to determine 
wheTe a change would occur in tbe distribution above 
the critical region. 0 ob ervable change could be 
found in the distribution shown for 70.0 feet per second 
from 60 to 0 feet per econd. 
SEPA RATION STUDIES 
A indicated in fi gure 4, the change in the pressure 
distribution was accompanied by a change in the point. 
a t which the bouDdal'Y layer s para ted from th urface . 
The method of detecting eparation was the well-known 
one of applying a mixture of kerosene and lampblack 
to the surface and then running the tunnel at the 
desired peed for a sufficient length of time for the 
surface drag to e tabli h a flow pattern . The vertical 
position of the cylinder was well adapted to this 
metbod because only the frictional drag of the air 
tended to carry the mixture horizontally. Downward 
drainage along the urface occurred, of cour e, but wa 
a di tinct advantage in that it reduced the film thick-
ne ,thus preventing flow under pre ure gradi n t and, 
in addition , indicated the direction of the surface 
friction by the inclination of the drainage lines. 
After the flow pa tteru wa e tablishedand thekero ene 
had partly evaporated, a record of the pattern was 
easily made by pre in a piece of white paper again t 
the surface. F igure 5 how three such record made 
at 25, 43, and 70 fcet p r second . I · will be noted 
tha t the pattern on the upstream part of the m'face 
bow a urface drag in the direction of the tream, in-
dicated by the inclination of t il trellk, which is 
followed by a region of tagnant air where the tJ'ealcs 
are ver tical. Although not clearly hown in the fi.gure, 
i t wa u ually po sible to find a third region of hort 
length jut back of the taanation region in which the 
streak were inclined forward, giving evidence of re-
verse flow. eparation wa assumed to oCCUl' in the 
stagnation region. 
Becau e of the rearward movement of eparation 
wi th increa ing p ed , it was at first assumed that the 
bOlUldary layer became turbulent ahead of separation 
an d that eparation of a turbulent layer wa being 
observed. This interpr tation ufficed for patterns A 
and B, but not for C, wbere a second line of eparation 
wa found at the point marked t . Thi double epa-
ration, illu trated by ,was a characteristic of the flow 
above the cri tical region and always occurred at the 
Ulne point on the urface. It was not until speed 
di tribution had been determined throughou t the layer 
with both high and low tream turbulence and tudies 
of transition had been made with different amo Ul1t of 
turbulence that a atisfactory explanation of tbi pbe-
nomenon was afforded . The boundary layer wa found 
to maintain the general a pects of a laminar boundary 
layer up to separa tion, bu t in no case was it purely 
laminar at tbe eparation point above 15 or 20 fe t per 
second because of a faint beginning of transition Dear 
the 6-in h po ition . Pattern A ancl B of figl1l'e 5 
therefore show the separa tion of a linearly laminar" 
layer . In pattern the fu' t separation at i al 0 
the separation of a nearly laminar layer and th econd 
at St i that of a turbulent layer , a complete tran ition 
having occurred in the free layer between and t and 
the resulting turbulent layer having reattached it elf 
to the urface. A indicated in the figure, the fir t 
separation began at 10 inches, and the finnl turbulent 
separation oc urred at 12.05 inches . 
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FIGUIlE 5.-Keroseneand lampblack patterns showing movement or separation with speed and development 
of reattacbed turbulent layer. tres m turbulence, 0.85 percent. Distances were measured along surface. 
S, S,=separation points, t=Turbu lent boundary layer. Arrows indicate direction of flow. 
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The direction of flow in the eparation region of pat-
t rn C and tbe exten t of tbe r o-ion were obtained by a 
cond method of detecting paration that proved to 
pos s certain advantag over the kero ene-and-
lamp black method . The procedure was to apply to 
the urface a con en tra ted water olution of litmus, 
whicL was then r ddened by fume of hydrochloric acid 
and allowed to dry. Then, with a wind of the de ired 
peed, a mall amoun t of ammonia gas wa r lea ed at 
the urface through a hypodermic needle in the n eigh-
b rh odofth pointt b inv stigated. The direction 
of the flow \Va clearly indicated by the blue color of the 
li tmu . Thi m thod gave a defini te indication of the 
direction of flow in the low- peed region abou t separa-
tion poin ts and howed detail of tll air motion impos-
sible to obtain wi th the kero ene- and lampblack-
method . In thi way the fu' t eparation region wa 
found to extend from 10 inche to 11.2 inche , as indi-
ca ted in figure 5. 
u 
ll. 
.04 
Ij / D 
.06 .08 
FI UIlE 6.- Speed distribution in bounda ry la yer of ell iptic cy linder. Ai r speed 
(Uo) , 70 feet per second; R , J39,000; stream turbulence, 0.85 percent. 
MEA N- 1'EEO D1STRJB TI O ' I N TH E nou DA R Y L A YER 
Tra er e normal to the urface of the ellip tic cylinder 
were made with the ho t-wire anemometer to determine 
the peed distribu tion in the boundary layer a t 15 po i-
ion about th slu'face, beginning 1 inch from the lead-
ing edge and ending at 12.6 inche. In term of xjD, 
in which po itions on the urface will gen erally be ex-
pre ed , the traverse were beg un at 0.251 and ended 
at 2.99 . In all ca e the peed of the stream La wa 
70 f et per econd , corresponding to a Reynold J umber 
of the cylinder of 139,000. 
everal of the peed di tribution are hown in figure 6. 
I t will be ob erved that the profile from x/D = 0.251 
to 2.01 how li ttle change other than that aused by 
a thj ckening of the boundary layer and all have the 
hape generally found in a laminar boundary layer. At 
2.52 the profile how the beginning of eparation. 
From 2.67 to 2.74 the very mall ini tial lope of the 
cur e shows that eparation ba occurred . Between 
2.74 and 2. 4 a marked change ha occ urred, ince all 
evidence of eparation ba di appeared at 2. 4. Tbe 
profile at 2.99 i certainly not that ordinarily ascribed 
to a laminar boundary layer, neither doe i t have the 
characteri tic found in a turbulen t boundary layer of 
a flat pla te wh ere the cu tomary ~-power Jaw represent 
the peed di tribution . As poin ted out by Fediaev ky 
in reference , however, an adver e pre sure gradien t 
ha a marked effect on the turbulen t- peed profi le 
If the natm e of thi effect i considered and the trong 
aclverse gradient exi ting at 2.99 is noted, it can be aid 
that the profile i characteri tic of a turbulen t boundary 
layer . 
x, in. 
o Z 4 6 8 10 12 .036~~,~rr-ry~r-~,r~~~r-~-rr,-ry~: ~j~O" 
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028 I 
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x j D 
F, GU IlE 7.-Contours of equal speeds in bouodary layer oC elliptic cylinder. Air 
speed (Uo) , 70 Ceet per second; n, 139,000; stream tu rbulence, 0.85 perceni. 
A picture of the boun dary layer a a whole may be t 
be ob tain ed from the con tour diagram of figure 7, 
where each urve repre ent a par ticular value of 
u j V o. Th e dotted curve hows the boundary-layer 
thiclme 8, which i here defined a th value of y 
where u j Iio= 0.995 V j o. The OCC UlT nce of a separa-
tion followed by a reattachmen t of the layer to the 
urface is evidenced by the hump in the contours 
from xjD = 2.5 to 2.9. Th e approach to eparation 
of the turbulen t layer i hown by the very rapid 
i.ncrea e in lope of the curve beyond the hump . 
Owing to the fact that the hot wire i insen itive to 
direction of flow, the mea urement are not exact in 
the immediate vicini ty of separation and hence neither 
figure 6 nor figure 7 erve to locate accurately the 
eparation . The eparation point and the ex ten t 
of the turbulent layer were therefore ob tained from 
figureS. Thevalue ofx/D atSand ,are, re pectively, 
2.51 and 3.03. The at tached turbulen t lay r extend 
from 2. 1 to 3.03. 
The chief function of figures 6 and 7 j to how the 
I , 
I 
_______________________________ .J 
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condi tion of the boundary layer upon separation-
whether Imninar or turbulent. By in pection it would 
be conclud ed from figure 6 that the boundary layer was 
lamin ar at the fir t separation point and turbulent 
at tbe second. Mere inspection i , however , rather 
in adequate because the conclu ion depends on the 
judgment of the ob erver. A far better criterion of the 
tate of the boundary layer would b provided by a 
compari on of ob, erved peed distributions and posi-
tions of eparation with the e mne quantities computed 
by bound~ ry-1ayer theory . At pre ent, exi ting olu-
tion in volve approximation who e validity is u, ually 
te ted by compari on with experim n t. Hence uch 
olu tion may not be relied upon for accurately defining 
the type of boundary Jayer found by experiment. With 
full recognition of the weakne of the procedure, cer-
tain . imple comparison with theory will be made in an 
efl"ort to throw a li ttle additional ligh t on the problem. 
In the von Karman-Pohlhau en theory of the 
lamin ar bound ary layer (reference 9) the criterion for 
. . 1 1 dU 02 11 d eparatlOn 1 t lat t 1e parameter -d - , u UD. y enoted 
x JJ 
by A, hall have the value - 12 at tbe separation point. 
ing the pressur gradient and the boundary-layer 
thiclme s ob erved at the fir t separation point, A wa 
computed to be - 11.. Thi value i in excellen t 
agreem ent with theory and strongly support the vie,r 
that the eparation at 2.51 i of the laminar type. 
The von Karman-MilWmn theory (reference 10) has 
hown considerable prolni e in the solution of the 
laminar boundary-layer problem and ha been u ed by 
von Doenhoff (reference 11) to calculate the eparation 
point on the ellipti ylinder used in the pre ent work 
for the perfect-fluid pre sure di tribution. In order to 
obtain a re ult applicable to actual condition , tho 
ob erved pre ure distribu tion mu t be used. I t 0 
happen that the curve for the perfect-flui 1 pres ure 
di tribution fit the ob erved pre sures (curve A, fi g. 4) 
o clo ely up to 'J;/D = 2. that no better moothed 
curve ould be drawn. ince the method of solution 
requires, in efJ"ect, that tho pressure di triblltion be 
fitted by a moothed curve, von DoenhofI ' solution 
may b regarded as the be t possible . The computed 
eparation point i 2.3. I n view of tbe approxima-
tions involved in the th ory an I it application, the 
agreement with the ob erved eparation at 2.5 1 mu t 
be con iclered good. Theory therefore supports the 
general impre sion given by figure 6 and 7 that the 
first eparation is of the laminar type. 
In order to te t the econd separation , turbulent 
boundary-layer theory might be applied to the reat-
tached layer . This method IVa not helieved to be 
wor th while, howe\' er , in view of the limiLedlength of 
the boundary layer and tho l.11usual condition under 
which i t was formed . A has been pointed out, theory 
offer no completely sa ti factory criterion even und er 
the best circum tan e . 
It i well , therefore, to examine further experimental 
evidence that may contribute informati n as to the 
llature of the layer . 
PEED FLUCTUATIONS I N THE BO 'DARY LAYER 
In the inve tigation of the boundary layer near II 
flat plate (reference 3), Dryden found speed fluctua-
tions (u-fluctuation ) in the laminar boundary layer 
having ampli tude a great a those in the turbulent 
part of the layer. On the mere existence of .fluctuation 
alone it was therefore impo sible to distingu ish be-
tween th e turbulent and the laminar parts of the 
boundary layer. 
It i generally recognized that the fundamental dif-
ference between. the fluctuation in turbulent and 
laminar parts of the boundary layer i one of correla-
tion between th e u-fluctuations and the v-fluctuations, 
the v-fluctuations heing those occLllTing normal to the 
urface. If the in tantaneo us values of u- and v-
fluctuations are denoted by Ui and Vi , respectively, the 
e entin] differ nce may be expre s d in terms of the 
value of UiV i, where the bar denotes average value. 
The turbulent shearing tres is given by p UiVi . A 
turbulent hearing stress mu t be ab ent in a laminar 
boundary layer and UiV, mu t be zero. By defin ition, 
a turbulent or partly turbulent layer is one in which a 
tu rbulent hearing stre exist, that is, wbere U tV, ha 
11 value other than zero. The value of UjV t thereforo 
furni hes the best criterion a. to the turb ulen t or the 
lamina]· condition of the layer. 
With the simple hot-wire anemom eter 1.1 ed by Dq-
den, it was impo ible to detennin e U tVi . The experi-
mental difficultie attending such a measurement appear 
to be very great, especially in a thin boundary layer, 
and no mean of doing so was fo und in the present 
investigation. Dryden h as shown , however , in refer-
ence 3, that the simple hot wire doe reveal an important 
difference between the fluctuation in the two part of 
the boundary layer, namely, that the average frequency 
of the fluctuations is much greater in the turbulent 
than in the laminar bOilllclary layer . On tbe flat plate , 
transition occmred quite abruptly and the position of 
transition was clearly defined by the marked difference 
in frequency on i t two side. 
An effort was made in t he pre en t inve tigation to ee 
whether a similar condition exi ted on the ellip tic 
cylinder and , in particular, to determine whether the 
frequency of the fluctuations woull er ve to distinguish 
between the turbulent and the laminar parts of the 
layer . Accordingly, with a bot wire attached to the 
sliding band as previou ly described, records of the 
fluctuations were made by photographing the creen of 
a cathode-ray 0 cilJ ograph conn ected to the outp ut of 
the compensated amplifi er . The wire was 0.00063 inch 
in diameter and 0.1 inch long and wa attached to 
the band at a fixed distance of 0.015 inch from the 
urface. 
Figure shows everal of t he record obtained at 
J 
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FIGU Il E 8. Oscillograph records of u-OllcLlIa tions in boundary layer at 0.01- inch from surface. Obtained with hot wire on sliding 
band . Air speed CUo) , iO feet per second ; stream turbulence, O. 5 percent. 
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differen t positions about the sUTface. I t is immediately 
evident that the frequency i much higher thl'oughout 
the reattached layer, becrinning near 1l.14 inches, than in 
any other par ts of the layer. N o noticeable change has 
occurred in ei ther the general character of the wave or 
the frequency up to x= 9. 10 inche. Beyond thi point, 
a regularity in t he wave has begun to develop , which 
persist through the fir t eparation region . In the 
record at 10 .30 inches, situated near the cen ter of the 
eparation r egion , th e regularity i quite marked, having 
a frequ ency of about 32 cycles per second. It is inter-
esting to note that t he flu ctua tions are everywhere 
quite rand om except through th e epara tion region . 
The r eO' ular fluctuations a,re believed to be due to a 
light fore-and-aft 0 cillation of the separation point, 
cau ed perhap by pre ure pulsations from the vortex 
treet in the rear of the ylinder. 
Owing to the ab ence of any perceptible increase in 
freq uency with distance from the leading edge un til the 
the urface afford a more sensi tive mean of detec ting 
transition than any yet employed. sing this device 
to examine the boundary layer, i t wa found that a 
wea,Ie and very incomplete tran ition began at x/D = 1.53, 
or very near the 6.1-inch posi tion . The boundary 
layer has therefore eparated at 2.51, not a a purely 
laminar layer but as a tran ition type with t ran ition 
o incomplete that the layer continue to exhibit most 
of th e properties of a laminar layer . 
BOUNDARY-LAYER PHENOMENA AT HIGH STREAM 
TURBULENCE 
When it was thu found impo ible to obtain a com-
plete tran ition without an inter vening separation with 
the low turbulence normally prevailing in th e tunnel, 
the stream turbulence was increa ed by placing a 
l-inch- quare-me h wire screen 18 inches ahead of the 
leading edge of th e cylinder . (ee table J. ) The 
in tensity and the scale of the turbulence produced by 
this screen had been measured previously and reported 
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F IGURE g.- Intensity and scale of st ream tu rbu lence 
produced by I-inch mesh screen (from re fe r~ nce n. 
FIGURE 1O.-Pressure dist ribution around OIle side of elliptic cylinder. Curve A -
stream turbulence, 0.85 percent; air speed ( U,), iO (eet per second . urve B-
stream turbulence as showIl by fi gure 9. 
reattached layer i reached , it would be concluded by 
analogy with Dryden'S re ults on the flat plate that 
transit ion to a defini tely t urbulen t layer occurred in the 
separa tion region. 'iiVith no evidence of transition ahen d 
of the fir t separa tion point it appear from all th e tes ts 
applied thus far th at laminar separation occurred at 
x/D = 2.51. This was the general conclusion drawn by 
the author before a more detailed study of tran ition 
had been made with different amount of tream tur-
bulence. In anticipation of some of the results to be 
givell later , i t may be sta ted that a grad ual and incom-
plete transition may occur without any noticeable 
change in the frequency of the flu ctu a tions and that 
conclusions drawn h om the nature of the flu ctuation 
may be in error in sLl ch cases. In the following ections 
it will be hown that the sliding band and the hot wire 
arranged to detect hange in the average speed near 
in reference 7. Figure 9 give res ults taken from this 
reference and how the turbulen t conditions prevailing 
at the position of t he cylinder. 
K ero ene-and-lampblack patterns made at various 
wind peed showed a rearward movement of the epa-
ration point with increa ing p ed up to 40 feet per 
econd and no detectable movement for furth er peed 
mcrea es. The fin al po ition of eparation fell at 
x/D = 2.9 1. Sin e the separation found at the lower 
turbulence wa a bsen t at all peeds with the higher 
turbulence, it was a sumed tha t the transi tion OCCUlTed 
a t a small value of x/D and that conditi on were favor-
able for a study of a t urbulent boundary layer of con-
siderable length. A working speed of 60 feet per 
econd, corre ponding to a R eynolds umber of the 
cylinder of 118,000, was cho en for carrying out 
boundary-layer measurements. 
J 
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Curve B of figure 10 shows the pressure distribution 
about the elliptic cylinder at 60 feet per second with 
the higher tream turbulence compared with curve A 
taken from figure 4. It will be ob erved that, even 
though each curve represents an invariable condition 
of the flow above the critical region, the two curves 
are different and the two turbulent eparat ion points 
fall at lightly diff rent positions. 
MEAN-SPEED DJST RIBUTTON I N T H E BOUNDA R Y LAYE R 
At · 0= 60 feet per econd, traver es acro the bound-
ary layer were made with the hot-wire anemometer at 
12 positions about the surface, beginning 1 inch from 
the leading edge and ending at 11 .46 inches, 0.12 inch 
ahead of the eparation point. The traver e at the e 
extreme po ition together with SL'I: traver es at inter-
mediate position are shown in figure 11. It is obvious 
that the distribution near the leading edge re emble 
tho e of a laminar boundary layer while tho e near the 
eparation point resemble those of a turbulent layer 
but, becau e of the gradual change, it i impossihre to 
tell just where tran ition ha begun. 
The corresponding contour diagram, giving curve of 
equal u / Uo, is shown in figure 12. Thi figure was pre-
pared by making u e of all the traverse and reading 
values of y from fau'ed curves, like those shown in 
figure 11, for cho en values of u j Uo. Figure 12 hows 
o .0/ 0203 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 
yl ll 
FIG RE 1 I.- SjJeed d i" trilJ~tivLs ill 1,~l.Ld"r y layer of elliptic cylinder. Air speed 
(V.), 60 feet per seco nd ; E , 118,000; stream turbulence as shown by fi gure 9. 
the result of the ch ange in type of di tribution in such 
a manner that transition may be more ea ily recog-
nized than Ul figure 11. The phenomenon u ually 
a sociated with transition is found after x/D = 1.25; 
that i , the bending of the contour toward the surface 
followed by an abrupt bending of the outer contours 
away from the surface. The benclulg away is due 
partly to the development of the turbulent boundary 
layer and partly to the approach to separation. It 
will be recalled by reference to figure 7 that a similar 
bendmg toward the surface, although considerably 
more abrupt., i caused by transition after separation 
and a reattachmen t of the layer to the urface. Al-
• 
though figure 12 hows that tran ition doe take place, 
it fails to how where transition begin and ends. T o 
bound the transition zone definitely requires a different 
treatment of the data or measurements of a different 
nature. 
Again , testing by comparison with laminar or turbu-
lent bOlmdary-layer theory might be called into play; 
but the detection of small departure from the purely 
laminar or purely turbulent condition is made impo si-
ble by the approximate nature of the theorif's. For 
this reason it was believed u ele s to attempt to locate 
the beginning of tran ition by thi proced ure. It 
o 
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FIGU RE 12.- Coutours of equal speed in boundary layer of elliptic cylinder. Air 
speed (Uo), GO leet per second ; R, II ,000; strea m turbulence as Sh OW D by figure 9. 
appeared worth while, however , to compare the pro-
files back of x/D = 2 with the usual X-power law and 
with the type of curve computed by the theory of 
Fediaev ky (reference ) to aid in deciding whether 
the turbulent layer became fully developed before 
separation or whether the layer wa till of the transi-
t ion type when it eparated. 
Figure 13 shows speed di tributions for xjD = 2.02 , 
2.27 , 2.64, 2.77, and 2. 8 compared with that given by 
the }4-power law. In the preparation of this figure , 0 
and V / V o were taken from figure 11 at the POUlt 
where the slope of the curves i zero. Departure 
from the %-power law are to be expected, whether th 
layer is fully turbulent or not, where the adver e 
pressure gradient is great as at 2.64 , 2.77 , and 2. 
At 2.02 and 2.27, where the adver e pre sure gradient 
is small, the departure can reasonably be attributed to 
incomplete transition, especially ince the departure is 
in the du'ection to be expected if the layer here were 
partly laminar. It remain then to examine the effect 
------------~ 
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of pressure gradient on the distributions near the 
epara ion point. 
The theory advanced by Fediaevsky in reference 
based on the fund11mental relation 
T= pl2~~I~~1 
IS 
(2) 
III which T is the hearing stress and l is the mL"Xing 
length . The development by Fediaevsky differs from 
those by Prandtl and von Karman, who have developed 
theorie ba ed on equation (2), in that the variation of l 
acro the boundary layer is expre sed by 
l (y)2 (y)4 
"6 = 0.14 - 0.08 1-"6 -0.06 1-"6 
and the variation of T acro the boundary layer 
expre sed by a power series of the form 
where TO is the shearing tre s at the surface. Sufficient 
boundaTY conditions exist for the determination of AD, AI, A z, A3, and A 4, and their value are given as 
Ao= l, AI=~(~;} A 2= 0 
A3=-4-3~(~;), A4 = 3 +2~(~;) 
When th e ubstitution for T and l are made in equation 
(2), the difl'erential equation for the peed distribution 
acro s the lay r becomes 
It i shown in reference 8 that the expre sion for llo, 
l1lthough not univer ally true, is a fair approximation 
!O I.D 
,Y 
-;;5-;;;' ~ - I,: 
~ ~ "7 Power law -:/ 
& ~// V</ , / / / / / / 
.8 .8 
for a wide variety of pres ure gradients. It i seen 
from the foregoing expre sions for AI, A 3, and A4 that 
the effect of pressure gradient in the pre ent theory is 
to influence the distribution of shearing tress. For a 
critical examination of the underlying concepts the 
original reference hould be consulted . 
By the u e of value of 0 obta.ined from figure 11 ,where 
the slope of the CUTve is zero , value of TO obtained from 
the initial slope of the curves of figure 11 , and values of 
~~ from the slope of curve B in figure 10, AI , A 3, aod A4 
were evaluated for xID= 2.77 and 2.8 . The in tegration 
of equation (3) was then carried out graphically to give 
the curves hown in figure 14. The difference between 
theory and experiment are greater than those found by 
Fediaevsky in his compari 011S with the experimental 
curves obtained by Gruschwitz in the turbulent bound-
ary layer of an airfoil. In one case, where the compar-
ison wa made near the beginning of the t urbulent layer, 
a difference like that hown in figure 14 was found and 
the discrepancy was attributed to incomplete transition. 
Since neither T O nor 8 could be accurately determined in 
the present work, the effect of pos, ible errors in these 
quantities wa investigfl.tecl. In no ca e could uch 
errors account for more than a small par t of the differ-
ence between the computed and the observed curves. 
It is probahle, therefore, that separation OCCUlTed befor e 
the turbulent layer was fully developed. 
Some investigators have associated the beginnincr of 
transition with the pain t of minimum skin fridion (ref-
erence 12). This view seem reasonable when it is con-
sidered that the skin friction normally decreases as the 
boundary-layer thi ckn ess increa es and only the intro-
du ction of turbulent shearing stre se can ane t the de-
crease or cause an increa e in the skin friction. In an 
effort to locate the point of 111ll';imum skill. friction , the 
local kin friction T O wa calculated fro111 the initial 
slope of the speed-distribu tion cur ve of figUl'e 11 and 
plotted as a friction coefficient ai!"fl inst x/D in figure 15. 
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A d finite minimum exi ts, although the catter of the 
point and the limited number of ob ervation leave 
the position of the minimum rather indefinite. The final 
drop in the curve beginning at r/D = 2.2 shows the 
effect of nearing the separation point. 
T o have obtained more value of 1"0 would have re-
quired more peed traver e at the expen e of con ider-
able time and effor t . It pro ved to be quite easy, 
however, to follow the co urse of 1"0 by following the 
chano-e in peed from point to point at a small fix ed 
distance from the surface with th sliding-ban d appara-
tu previously described. The e ential condition were 
that the di tan e from the urface remain fixed and 
small enough for the velocity gradien t over that distance 
to be regarded as linear. A platinum wire 0.00063 
inch in diameter and 0.5 inch long was fixed at the cen-
ter of the band 0.00 inch from the urface, the arrange-
o 
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FIG RE 15.- Variation of shearing stress along surface o( elliptic cylinder. T,. sbea ring 
stress a t surface, computed (rom data o( figures 1I and 12. E,cuf\'e obtained 
(rom bot wire on sliding band 0.008 inch (rom surface. E= "ollage drop across wire. 
ment being hown liagrammatically in figure 3. ince 
the wire co uld not be calibrated , the actual value of the 
peed 'could not be obtained; but, with the wire carried 
at a con tant temperature of n.bout 1l0c C. above 
room temperature, the change in the voltage drop , a 
the wire was moved from one position to another, 
served to indicate changes in speed and hence in 1"0' 
The lower curve of figure 15 was obtained in this way . 
Ithough the minimum in the voltage curve is not sharp, 
it i pos ible to locate i t po ition to within ± 0.05 in 
x/D . The po ition was e timated to be 1.13, or 4.5 
inche from the leading edge. 
The speed change may be d duced roughly from the 
cro ing of the co ntours by referring again to figure 12 
a nd remembering that moving the wire by the liding 
band at a height of 0.008 inch from the urface would 
corre pond to pa ing along the ab ci sa of figure 
12 at a height of y/D = 0.002 . It will be noted that the 
speed decrea e to about x/D = l.25 and increase 
again beyond this point. Con idering the coal' enes 
of the diagram, this re ult is in ati factory agreement 
with figure 15, which plac the minimum at xID = 1.13. 
The presence of tran ition i not greatly in evidence in 
figure 12 before lA , hence the minimum in the voltage 
curve of fi o- ure 15 pos ibly coincid e with the very 
beginning of tran ition. 
A somewhat different method of 10ca ting transi tion, 
involving the u e of small pitot tube, was employed by 
Jone (reference 13) in his tudy of transition on a wing 
in fligh t . The method depended on the change occur-
ring in the mean peed distribution in the layer through 
the transition region. In order to d tect the change, 
several small pitot t ube, arranged in a compact group, 
were placed within the layer at differen t di tance 
from the urface and moved from one po ition to 
another. Jone poin t out that one pitot tube placed 
in contact with the surface i ufficient and may be used 
in wind-tunnel experimen t bu t that in £ligh t the bank 
of everal tube had certain advantages. A ingle 
pitot tube at the surface i nearly equivalent to the hot 
wire a u ed in the pre n t experimen t . 
SP EED F L UCTUATIONS I N T H E BOU DA R Y L AYER 
The point at x/D= 1.13 (x= 4.5 in ches) having been 
identified a the point at which transition probably 
began, 0 cillograph record of the u-flu ctuation in the 
layer were taken in the neighborhood of the 4.5-inch 
position, to detect a change in frequency. The record 
are shown in figure 16, th apparatu being the arne a 
that used to obtain fi cr ure It is not evident from 
mere inspection that any change in the average fre-
quency ha occurred in cros ino- the 4.5-inch po i tion. 
In view of the importance of finding additional evi-
dence of transition, it eemed wor th while to mea ure 
th e distribu tion of the root-mean- quare value of the 
u-fluctuation acro the layer at a n umber of po i-
tion about the urface. Eleven distribution were deter-
mined at the arne position in which the mean- peed 
mea uremen t with the higher turbulence were made. 
The ho t-wire anemometer and the amplifier hay been 
described in an earlier ec tion . Th length of the 
bo t wire in the present Cll e wa 0.152 inch . even of 
the di tribu tion are bown in figure 17. By compari-
son with tb mea uremen ts given by Dryden in refer-
ence 3, the curve up to and including the one at 1.26 
show a marked similari ty to the lamin ar type, while 
tho e at l.52, l.76, and particularly the one at 2. 
how silililarity to the turbulen t type. It will be 
observed that the peak of succe sive curves increa e 
to a maA'imum and then decrease a the distribution 
change over into the turbulen t type. The decrea e 
in the peak appear to begin between 1.00 and 1.26. 
The contour diagram of figure 1 wa prepared by 
taking values of y /V for particular values of u' l Uo 
from faired curve , of which tho e sho'wn in figure 17 
are example. On each curve of equal u'/ UO the value 
i given, expres ed a a percentage (100 u'/ Uo). Thi 
-- -- --- - -- - ---- ------- ---- - - ---- - ---
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diagram pI' sents l). picture of the fluctuation in the 
layer as a whole and again show the region of large 
fluc tuations near the surface in the neighborhood of 
xID = l.OO . 
It will be recalled that the mininlum in the skin fric-
tion, as indicated by the vol tage cmve of figure 15, fell 
at xID = 1.13, just midway between the cm ves at l.00 
and l.26 in figure 17 where the peak in u'l Uo began to 
decrease. It is al 0 quite evident from figure 1 that 
the fluctuations po ess certain singularities m this 
. 
to a liding band was a reliable device for indicating 
the beginning of tran ition. Since the implicity of the 
procedure made it possible to detect transition very 
quicldy, a omewhat extended inve tigation wa under-
taken to determine how the beginning point of transi-
tion hifted when the tream turbulence was changed . 
veral screen for producin O' turbulence were aYailable, 
a part of the tandard wind-tunnel equipment, for 
which the inten ity and the cale of the turbulence were 
known as a function of distance downstream from the 
~\ 3 .62 
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FIGU RE 16.-0 scillograph records of u-[Iuctuations in boundary layer at 0.01 58 inch from surface obta ined with hot wire on sliding 
band. Air speed (U.), 60 fce t per second; s tream turbulence as shown in figure 9. 
region. The evidence from the magnitude and the 
distribution of the fiuctuation upports the assump-
tion that the minimum in the skin friction denote the 
beginning of tran ition. The fact that no frequency 
change wa apparent in this region may be con trued 
to mean that frequency change is an insen itive te t 
of the beginning of a very gradual tran ition. 
EFFECT OF INTE SITY AND SCALE OF STREAM 
TURBULENCE ON TRANSITION 
By the time the work already described had been 
done, it seemed fairly certain that a hot wire attached 
creen. The procedure wa to vary the intensity of the 
turbulence, and to a limited extent the scale, by placing 
one of the screen at different distances up tream from 
the cylinder . The chief change in cale 'were accom-
pli hed by u ing screens of different mesh size. The 
creen are described in table r. Measured values of 
inten ity, u' IUo, and cale, L , of the turbulence produced 
by the e screens are given in reference 7. The va,lues 
of u'l Uo and L used in the present work were taken 
from the least-square lines of figures 10 and 7, re-
spectively, of reference 7. 
~~-- -- --
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The variation of u'lUo and L with distance from the 
I-inch screen i hown in figure 9. The figure illus-
trate one ource of uncertainty in thi procedure, 
namely, that u'l 0 decrea es from the leading to the 
trniling edge of the cylinder and L inrrea es slightly, 
leaving the choice of value for u'lUo and L somewhat 
arbitrary. The change wa the greater the malleI' the 
me h of the creen, hence creens of malleI' me h 
than the I-inch were not use 1. There were available, 
beside the I-inch mesh , a 3X-inch and a 5-inch mesh , 
all screen being approximately geom trical1y imilar. 
.32 
.~ 
.24 
appeared at distance of about 12 me h lengths for all 
t he screens. The uniformity of peed back of the 
screens is treated in detail in referen ce 7. 
The sliding band and the mechanism for moving it 
have already been described in connection with figure 3. 
A wire 0.00063 inch in diameter and 0.5 inch long ,vas 
attached to the band at a di tance of 0.00 inch from 
the urface, the et-up being the same a that u ed to 
obtain the voltage curve of figure 15. The wire wa 
connected a one arm of a IiVheatstone bridge, which 
\Va used in the prelimiDary part of the work to hold 
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FIG URE J7.-Distri bution of u-fluctuations in boundary layer. Air speed (Uo) , 60 feet per second; stream turbulence as shown in figure 9. 
In order to pecify a definite value of inten ity and 
scale, the value of u' lUo and L selected were tho e 
found in the undisturbed tream at the ection of the 
tunnel midway between the leading edge of the cylinder 
and the beginning of tran ition. 
In order 0 avoid irreO'ularitie in the average peed 
over the cro ection of the tream and to in ure i 0 -
tropic turbulence, the screens were not placed nearer 
to the leading edge than 16 me h length. In the in-
ve tigation reported in reference 7, it was found that 
the regular patt rn of llHl:1<.-llna and minima in mean 
speed caused by the wake of the individual wire dis-
the wire at a fixed temperature of abou t 1000 C. above 
room temperature while the voltage across the wire 
was read on a potentiometer. Later the procedure wa 
changed imply to reading the unbalance of the bridge 
on a galvanometer for each position of the ban 1. 
ince the two method gave curve with minima in 
identical po ition , the latter method was adopted be-
cause of the rapidity with which reading could be 
taken. 
11'igure 19 gives three examples of the type of curve 
obtained whell the galvanometer reading was plotted 
against po ition of the wire. The wind speed was et 
--- ._- - - .-- --- ---
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at 60 feet per second in each case, giving a fixed Rey-
nolds Tumber of LI8,000 , and the turbulence was 
varied by hifting the position of the I-inch screen. 
Curve A was obtained with the screen 18 inches ahead 
of the leading edge of t h cylinder, curve B with the 
creen 24 inches ahead, and curve C 'with the screen 33 
inches ahead. Since the same ereen was used, the 
!lift in the position of the minimum along the abscissa 
i due mainly to the change in the intensity of the 
turbulence. 
The minimum was u ually found from a more com-
plete curve like tho e shown in figure 15; then, with the 
galvanometer sensitivity greatly increased, the region of 
the minimum was explor d in detail, as in figure 19. 
An unaccolmted-for irregularity in the curVe was al-
ways found near the 4-inch po ition. The irregularity 
was emaIl compared wi.th the minimum denoting transi-
tion and was never confused with it but, when the two 
fell close together, the irregularity in the curve tended 
to obscure the po ition of the minimum. 
A somewhat puzzling situation was encountered when 
curves were obtained with no screen in the tunnel and 
the lowe t condi tion of turbulence prevailed. It will be 
recalled that all available evid ence pointed to a laminar 
separation under this condition with the turbulent layer 
developing only after eparation. It was surpri iug, 
therefore, to find the curves shown in figure 20 with an 
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figure 9. 
unmistakable minimum near th e tl.l-inch position, much 
ahead of sepamtion at the la-inch position. Curve 
taken at ucceseively decreasing speerl howed minima 
gradually fading into an inflecLion and then disappearing. 
The minima in figure 20 back of the 8-inch position are 
the result of eparation, the ensuing rise following the 
minima being caused either by a reattaebment of the 
layer or reverse flow. IIi should be pointed out that, 
even though a minimum is found in tbe separation 
region, the ho t wire and the sliding band is not an appro-
x,in. 
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FIG URE 19.- Effect of stream turbulence on position of skin fri ction minima. Tur-
bulenceproduced hy I-inch screen . Air speed (U,), 60 feet per second; bot wire on 
sliding band 0.008 incb from surface_ 
priate device for accurately locating separation because 
of the inse.n itivity of the wire to direction of flov". In 
general, the minima do not coincide exactly with the 
poition of separation a indicated by kerosene and lamp-
black_ 
Another feature of the minima hown in figure 20 is 
that they do not shift appreciably from the 6_1-inch 
position as the speed of the stream is chan ged. It wa 
noted also, when the peed was kept constant at 60 feet 
per second and the tmbulence was varied by screens, 
that the intensity co uld be raised to about 2 percent 
with the I-inch screen and still higher with the larger 
screen before the minimum moved perceptibly from 
the 6_ I-inch position_ These facts made the connection 
between the minima a.t this point and transition look 
omewhat doubtfuL If the minima were really clue to 
the beginning of transition, the boundary layer just 
back of the 6_I-inch positioll was evidently unstable 
enough to permit transition at all but very low speeds 
anel wa so stable just ahead of tIllS position that only 
high speed and high intensity of turbulence could cause 
transition to progress forward, To account for such a 
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condition one is led to look for some natural cause of 
instability at thi point . 
It is known that press ure gradien t has a marked in-
fluence on tran ition , an accelerating pre ure gradient 
tending to preven t t ran ition and an opposing pressure 
gradient tending to promote t ransition . Figures 4 and 
o .4 .8 I.e /.6 2.0 
x /D 
2. 4 2.8 3.2. 
FIGURE 2O.-Skin fri ction minima in bound ary layer of ell iptic cylinder for free 
- tunnel condit ion; stream turbulence, O. S:percent. 
10 how that the 6. I-inch po i tion roughly divi Ie the 
a celerating from the oppo ing pressure gradien t at the 
lower speed and , at the higher speeds, mark the end 
of the accelerating pre ure gradient. The 6.1-inch 
po ition appear therefore to be the fir t favorable one 
for tran ition . 
The po ibility that tran it iol1 might remain r elatively 
fixed in thi po ition until the peed an 1 the t urbu-
lence became sufficien tly high may be seen in the follow-
ing way. At t he lower peed , the pre ence of an oppo -
ing pressure gradien t make tran ItlOn ea y. As the 
speed i rai ed, the increasing boundary-layer Reynolds 
um ber tends to move transition forward , but thi 
effect is cocmteracted at first by a decrease in the oppos-
ing pre UTe gradien t accompanying the increa ed 
peed and later by a slight increa e in the accelerating 
pre ure gradient . It i well known that t ransltlOn 
rarely occurs in. a region of accelerating pre ure gra-
dien t, hence the neces ity for high turbulence to force 
transition ahead of 6.1 inches. The beginning of 
tran it ion coinciding with a minimum in the 6.1-inch 
position i therefore not contradictory to rea on. men 
uch behavior of the minimum a movement forward 
with sufficiently increased turbulence and di appearance 
with sufficiently increased speed was considered in 
addi tion, it was impo ible to e cape the conclusion 
that this minimum wa not like the fLxed irregularity at 
the 4-inch po ition but wa a ociated with the begin-
ning of tran i tion just as defini tely a the minima in 
figure 15. 
Curves similar to tho e of figUTe 1 9 were next 0 btained 
with the 3X- and 5-inch creens, the peed in all case 
being 60 feet per second. The po it ion of the minima, 
found from the several curves, were t hen plotted 
against the inten ity of the turbulence from the differ-
ent screens to give the three curves hown in figure 2l. 
The effect of t he cale i quite evident from the epara-
tion of the CUTve . Fig UTe 21 show that a greater 
inten ity of large- cale turbulence i required to move 
tran ition forward than is required of a turbulence of 
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FI GU RE 21.- E ffect of st ream turbulence on position of transiLion, showing effect of 
intensity and sca le. Air speed, 60 feet per second ; R, llS,OOO. 
small cale. The turbulence i therefore the more 
effective the mailer the scale. 
In reference 7 a imilar effect i shown for phere, 
where, for a given inten ity , a small-scale turbulence 
lowered the critical Reynold Number of pheres more 
than did a large- cale turbulence. In reference 14 , 
G, 1. T aylor ha ugge ted a functional relation between 
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the critical Reynolds Number of spheres and the scale 
and intensity of the turbulence. His relation is 
- [U' (!!.)1/5] R e-'J U
o 
L 
where R e is the critical Reynolds umber, D is the 
diameter of the sphere, and J is a function to be deter-
mined by experiment. In figure 18 of reference 7, this 
relation was tested by plotting ~0(fy'6 against Re. 
The result for a 5-inch and an 8.55-inch sphere and for 
turbulence ranging in scale from 1.25 inches to 0.055 
inch appro)..'imate a single curve to within the observa-
tional error. 
The details of the development of Taylor'S relation 
are discussed in reference 14. It may be stated in 
general terms that the foregoing combination of inten-
sity and scale occurs in the expression for t he root-mean-
square pressure gradient in the turbulent flow and that 
the eff ct of turbulence is assumed to be that of the 
pressure gradient on transi tion . The crit ical Reynolds 
umber was brought into the relation by assuming 
that the critical Reynold Jumber corresponded to a 
definite po ition of transition on the sphere for all 
conditions of turbulence. With the po it ion of transi-
t ion fixed , the critical Reynolds N umber became the 
variable. 
In the case of the elliptic cylinder the procedure was 
arranged so that the Reynolds Jumber r emained fixed 
and the po ition of transition was allowed to vary. 
There should therefore exist a functional relation be-
tween position of transition and the same combination 
of scale and intensity of the turbulence. 
In figure 22, to (fY'• has been plotted against the 
ob erved po ition of the minima. For each point the 
value of u' j Uo and L was taken as that corresponding 
to the undisturbed stream at the section of the tunnel 
midway between the leading edge of the cylinder and 
the position of the point on the surface. This procedure 
for selecting u' j Uo and L was adopted on the assump-
tion that no one part of the laminar layer was more 
ensitive to outside distUTbances than another . It will 
be observed that the points fall nearer to a single curve 
in this figure than they do in figure 21, where the scale 
was not taken into account. Although there are sys-
tematic departures from the CUTve of figure 22, these 
departures do not follow in the order of the changes in 
cale, i . e., the points for the 3 }~-inch screen tend to 
lie below the curve, whereas those for the 5-inch screen 
tend to lie above the curve. In this connection, it 
should be pointed out that the sliding-band method 
was not entirely free from systematic errors, for it 
was found that the position of the minimum became 
displaced slightly if at any time the band did not fit 
the cylinder snugly. The magnitude of the shift was 
large enough to cause the systematic differences in 
figure 22. 
This part of the investigation has dealt with only 
the beginning of transition. It seems entirely possible 
that turbulence may affect the extent of transition as 
well as the beginning, in which case the full effect of 
turbulence is not taken into account. In con ideration 
of this fact, together with the uncertainties inherent in 
the procedure and the arbitrariness in the choice of 
u' / Uo and L, the approximation to a single curve in 
figure 22 is as good as may be expected. T aylor'S 
theory therefore appears to account for the relative 
effects of the scale an d the intensity of stream turbu-
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FIGURE 22.-Position of transition as function of 'to (~) "'. Air speed, 60 feet per 
second; R, 118,000. 
lence on transition to as close a degree of approximation 
as the present experiment can detect. 
CONCLUSION 
A case has been presented in which boundary-layer 
separation was followed by a reattachment of the layer 
to the surface. Transition occurred in the separation 
zone and the reattached layer was turbulent. The 
separation was of a nearly laminar type but not purely 
laminar because of a very incomplete transition begin-
ning ahead of the separation point near the pressure 
llUl1lmum. This case might be called "transition by 
separation," although such a designation would not 
mark the phenomenon as unique, since transition 
probably always occurs somewhere in the detached 
layer after a laminar or nearly laminar separation. It 
was probably the occurrence of this transition near the 
separation point, brought about by a particular se t of 
conditions, that made a reattachment of the layer 
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po ible. The condition were a low stream turbulence 
and a Reynold umber in the neighborhood of 139,000. 
When the tream turbulence was raised to about 4 
percent, it wa impossible to obtain separation before 
tran ition at any ReJl10ld umber. I n this case, 
transi tion took place gradually, beginning at 4 }~ inches 
from the leading edge of the elliptic cylinder. 
It wa hown that the minimum in the di tribution of 
kin friction along the mface of the cylinder marked 
the beginning of tran ition and that a hot wire moun ted 
on a Ii ding band er ed as a ati ·factory device for 
fmding the minimum. 
At a fixed R eynold umber, the position of the 
beginning of transition on the cylinder was found to 
depend on the cale of the turbulence a well a on the 
inten ity. A fun tional relation wa found to exist 
between the position x/D of the beginning of tran i tion 
and to(fY 'S. 
ATIO AL B UREAU OF TA TDARDS, 
n 'ashington, D . G., Augu t 6,193 . 
TABLE I.- DIMENSION OF SQ ARE-MESH CREE S 
FOR PRODU IN G T RBULEKCE 
I 
I 
Average Av rage Nominal measured 
meSh, measured wire or rod M ateria l mesh, in. in. diameter, Ill. 
I t. OOi 0.196 Iron wire. 
3~, 3. 5 .626 ylinclrical wooden rods. 
S 5.0 16 . 9i 6 Cylindrical wooden rods. 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Designation Sym-bol 
LongiLudinaL ____ X 
LateraL __ _______ Y NonnaL _________ 7-
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
CI= qbS Cm= qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Force 
(parallel 
to axis) 
symbol 
X 
Y 
Z 
.::. 
-
Designation 
Rolling __ ___ 
Pitching ____ 
y awing __ __ 
N 
Cn= qbS 
(yawing) 
Linear 
Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo- Angular bol 
L 
M 
N 
direction tion bol nent along 
axis) 
Y-----7Z Roll _____ ¢ u 11 
Z-----7 X Pitch ___ _ () v q 
X -----7 Y yaw __ ___ if; w T 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
p/D, 
V', 
V., 
T, 
Q. 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
T Thrust, absolute coefficient OT= 2D{ pn 
Torque, absolute coefficient CQ = pn~ J)5 
P, 
c., 
7}, 
n, 
<1>, 
Power, absolute coefficient CP = ~ns pn If 
5 jp V 6 
Speed-power coefficient=-y Pn2 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, r.p.s. 
Efbctive helix angle=tan-1(? V ) 
~7rrn 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp.=76.04 kg-m/s=550 it-Ib. /sec. 
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp. 
1 m.p.h.=0.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s.=2.2369 m.p.h. 
1 lb.=0.4536 kg. 
1 kg=2.2046 lb. 
1 mi.=1,609.35 m=5,2S0 ft. 
1 m=3.2S0S ft. 

